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Sub: Fixation of entry pays to all the TGTs who joined between 1997 & 
2005. 

********* 

Respected Sir 

The Association has brought to the notice of the NVS the anomalies in the pay 
fixation of some TGTs and PGTs which have cropped up while implementing 
the VI Pay Commission recommendations. As a result, the pay of some TGTs 
and PGTs who joined between 1997 and 2005 has been fixed at a lower level 
than their counterparts who joined after 1.1.2006.  

The irrational pay fixation has caused a lot of agony and anxiety to the TGTs 
and they have represented their cases personally to their concerned regional 
offices. A few of them have filed cases at the CAT, Chandigarh. In a case of 
similar pay fixation anomalies the Hon’ble CAT, Chandigarh (OA. 
1163/HR/2013 dt. 21-10-2014) has asked NVS to re fix the scales of the 
applicant on a par with the new entrants as doing otherwise is ‘prejudicial to 
the persons who joined much earlier as it would violate Article 39(d) of the 
Constitution of India which has now assumed the level of a Fundamental 
Right and also Article 14 & 16 of the Constitution being irrational and 
arbitrary. ‘The Hon’ble High Court, Delhi (W.P. (C) 8058/2015 & CM 
16635/2015 (stay) also remarked that ‘One cannot accept that the same post 
can have two different pay scales, one for existing employees performing the 
same tasks and doing the same work on the ground that they were appointed 
or have been functioning on the said post prior to 1.1.2006, whereas a person 
appointed later point of time would get the higher pay scale. The Hon’ble 
Patna High Court (LPA No.1094 of 2016 dt.28-10-2016) opined that ‘two 
different scales of pay is impermissible to same set of employees performing 
similar work more so when they are in service from an earlier date. Such 
discrimination of Grade Pay would create a class amongst class.’ 
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Following the CAT, Chandigarh’s orders The NVS, Jaipur Region has given 
orders for re-fixation of salaries only to those employees that have filed a case 
in CAT, Chandigarh subject to the outcome of the writ petition, CWP-15961 
which is pending in the Hon’ble High Court of Punjab and Haryana. Though 
it is crystal-clear that all those seniors who have had their pay scales fixed at a 
lower level than their junior are worthy of getting the benefit of pay fixation, 
NVS, Jaipur RO has confined the benefits only to those who filed the 
litigations, thus, necessitating all the sufferers to file petitions at the CATs of 
their respective states.  

The Association requests the NVS to re -fix the scales of the deserved TGTs 
by sanctioning them entry pay scale. It is discriminatory to re -fix the pay 
scales of only the TGTs that have knocked on the door of the CAT, forcing 
the other eligible TGTs to wait though they equally deserve the sanctioning.   
It also amounts to wilful denial justice and misreading and misinterpretation 
of the court pronouncements. Hence, the Association requests the 
management to free the staff from unnecessary litigations. By favourably 
considering their cases the NVS management will not only be undoing the 
injustice but also dissolving the growing resentment of the staff against the 
management’s apathy. 

 

Thanking you sir 

Yours Sincerely 

                                                                                             

JAGDISH RAI                                                                    L.B.REDDY 

PRESIDENT                                                     GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

(OFFICE ADDRESS: JNV CAMPUS, POST: MAMNOOR, DIST: WARANGAL URBAN.T.S.506166) 

 

 


